
THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUES IN A SEQUENCE
SATISFYING A LINEAR RECURSION RELATION*

BY

MORGAN WARD

I. Introduction

1. Statement of problem.  Let

(W)n: Wo, WU',Wn,--

denote a sequence of integers satisfying the linear difference equation of order

r = 3,

(1.1) Ûn+3  =  PQn+i - ÇOn+1 + ¿?0n,    R 5¿ 0,

where P, Q, R, W0, Wx, W2 are fixed integers.!

If m is a positive integer, and if

Wn = An modw,  0 _ A„ = m — 1,

we shall call

\A.)n' Ao, Ax, • • • , A„, • • ■

the reduced sequence corresponding to {W)n, modulo m.

It is easily shown the {A)n is periodic; following Carmichael,î we shall

call its smallest period, t, the characteristic number of {W)n modulo m.

The object of this memoir is to attack the following fundamental distri-

bution problem :§

Given the numerical values of the integers P, Q, R, Wo, Wx, W2, m and r, to

determine the distribution of the residues 0, 1, 2, • • • , m — 1 among any r terms

of the reduced sequence {A)n.

There are really two distinct problems involved here: the determination

of the particular place a given residue occurs in {A)n and the determination

of the number of times a given residue occurs in any r terms of {A)n.  Both

* Presented to the Society, November 29, 1929; received by the editors in January, 1930.

| For references to investigations of (1.1) see Dickson's History, vol. 1, chapter 17. For a general

discussion of the problems in number theory connected with (1.1), see Carmichael, American Mathe-

matical Monthly, vol. 36 (1929), pp. 132-143.
t Carmichael, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 48 (1920), pp. 344-345.

§ As far as I am aware, this problem has not been explicitly considered for difference equations

of order greater than two. In a paper which has already appeared in these Transactions I have con-

sidered the problem of determining t, given P, Q, R, Wo, Wi, Wï and m.
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problems may be readily solved in particular cases. Consider for example the

difference equation nn+3 = fln+2+i2»+i— ß„ with PF0 = 0, TFi = l, W2 = 2. But

the general solution of either problem presents considerable difficulties.*

I shall confine myself here almost entirely to the second, simpler, distri-

bution problem for the special case when m is a prime p and the character-

istic function of (1.1),

(1.2) F(x) = x3 - Fx2 + Qx - R,

is irreducible modulo p. A discussion of this case is a necessary preliminary

to the more complicated cases when m is composite or when the character-

istic function (1.2) is reducible modulo p.

2. Plan of paper and principal results. Let k(i) =ki denote the number

of times the least positive residue i (mod p) occurs in the first t terms

(4): A0, Ai, • ■ • ,Ar_i

of any reduced sequence (A)n (mod p).] Regarding £,• as a function of i, we

shall speak of it as the distribution function for the cycle (A) of F(x) associated

with (A)„ and (W)n.

If we know the distribution function for the cycle (A), then we will know

it for the cycle (B) if the three initial values B0, Bh B2 of (B) happen to be

three consecutive elements of (A). It is thus important to be able to tell

from the initial values of two sequences whether or not their cycles are dis-

tinct. This problem is dealt with in §§6 and 7, where it is reduced to the

problem of determining whether or not any given three consecutive residues

appear in a, fixed cycle (K) of F(x). The preliminary definitions and results

needed there and in the body of the paper are developed in §§3, 4, and 5.

In §8 I digress slightly to give some results connected with the first distribu-

tion problem.

In §9 I prove that the number of zeros that can occur in each cycle of

F(x) are not independent of one another, but must satisfy two simple di-

ophantine equations. In §10,1 apply this result to determine completely the

number of zeros which can occur in any cycle of F(x) when r = (p2+p+\)/3.

In §11 I prove that if r = p2+p + l, then every residue occurs in every cycle

at least once.

In §12 it is proved that the distribution problem is essentially the same

for all difference equations (1.1) with the same characteristic number t

* In connection with the first problem, probably the best known result is that if Wo = 3, WX=P,

Wi=P2—2Q and p is a prime, then Wn = Wnp= Wn? mod p. In §8 of this paper I shall give several

new results of a similar character.

t We shall omit the words "modulo p" when no confusion can arise.
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modulo p, and that it can be reduced to the case when r divides p2+p+l

and is prime to 3.

In §13, I show that the distribution function k{n) for any cycle (4) is

known as soon as we know the least positive residues of ki modulis p and 3.

In particular, ko is known as soon as its residue modulo p is known.

In §15, I give an explicit formula which determines ki modulo p as the

residue of a summation taken over the solutions of a certain diophantine

system. This system is discussed fully in §14, and a general method of solving

it is given. I have been unable to determine the residue of ki modulo 3 save

in special cases.

In §16, I apply my results to various special cases, obtaining theorems

like the following:

If P = 3N+1, 3r=p2+p+\, and k0 is the number of terms divisible by p

in the first r terms of {S)n, where 50 = 3, SX=P, S2=P2 — 2Q, then k0 is the least

positive residue modulo p of {2N+1) {l+3Nl/{N I)3).

Finally in §17, I give a method for obtaining an upper limit to the size

of ki for any {A) and r.

3. Preliminary definitions.   Triads.   Let the  roots of F(x)=0  in  the

Galois field of order p3 associated with F{x) be denoted by* a, a", api, and

suppose that
/      0 = S„ g ¿ - 1,   \

an + apn + a* n = Sn  mod p     ( ).

\n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • /
Then

Si = P, RS-X = Q, «i+p+p2 = R mod p.

We shall refer to the p numbers

0,1, 2, ■■■ ,p- 1

which form a sub-field in the Galois field as residues. The characteristic num-

ber t is simply the exponent to which a belongs in the Galois field; we shall

also refer to it as the period of F{x) (modulo p).

The t residues A0, Ax, ■ ■ • , Ar-\ of any reduced sequence {A)n will be

said to form a cycle belonging to F{x). The cycle {S), where Sn is defined above,

will be called the principal cycle of F{x).

An ordered set of three residues (or more generally, of three rational in-

tegers) A', B', C will be called a triad, and denoted by [A', B', C']. The t

triads
[Ao, Ax, A2],   [Ax, A2, A3], ■ ■ ■ , p4r_2, AT-i, A0],   [-4r-i, A0, Ax]

will be called the triads belonging to the cycle {A).

* For the properties of Galois fields which are assumed here, see Dickson, Linear Groups,

Leipzig, 1901.
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Two triads are equal when and only when they are identical modulo p;

two cycles are equal if one may be derived from the other by a cyclic permu-

tation of its elements. It is clear that any cycle is completely specified by

any one of its triads; furthermore, two given cycles have either all or none

of their triads in common.

The cycles whose initial triads are [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 1] will be

denoted by (X), (Y), and (Z) respectively.*

4. Multipliers and blocks. If L is any residue such that the cycles

LAo, LAi, ■ ■ ■ , LAT-.i and A0, Ah • ■ ■ , AT_i

are equal (modulo p), Lis called a multiplier of (A).

In the paper previously referred to, I have shown that every cycle of F(x)

has the same multipliers, and that there exists a unique "basic multiplier" M

such that every other multiplier is congruent to some power of M.

It follows that if e = e(M) denotes the exponent to which M belongs

modulo p, then there are exactly e distinct multipliers, e moreover divides t

and the quotient divides p2+p + l. If we write r = e(M)p, p\p2+p+l, then

p is called the restricted period t of F(x).

Let
et = p - 1, pK = p2 + p + 1.

Then there are exactly t distinct cycles modulo p among the p — 1 cycles

XA0, XAi, ■■■ , XAT-i      (X - 1, 2, • • • , p - 1).

These t cycles will be said to form a block of cycles. There are in all exactly

k distinct blocks of cycles; we shall denote them by the capital German

letters Si, 932, ■ • • , 93«.

In particular, it will be understood that 531 is the block containing the

principal cycle (S).

The number of times a given residue appears in a given block is given by

the following easily established theorem.

Theorem 4.1. If b0 denotes the number of times the residue 0 appears in

the first p terms of any cycle of a given block 93, then every residue other than zero

appears in 93 exactly p — b0 times, while the residue zero appears (p — l)b0 times.

5. Illustration. In order to clarify the definitions of the preceding two

sections, we give all the cycles of F(x) =x3+3x2+4x+l for p = 7, and a list

of the notations introduced.

* For a number of algebraic properties of the associated sequences, see Bell, Tôhoku Mathe-

matical Journal, vol. 24 (1924), pp. 169-184. The terms of the principal cycle (S) and (X), (F), (Z)

are connected by the simple relation Sn=Xn-\-Yn+i-\-Zn+t mod p.

t This term is due to Carmichael, who uses it in a slightly more general sense. See Quarterly

Journal paper, p. 354.
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(3,
U,

Í2,
15,

(0,

10,

fo,
to,

ío,
lo,

(6,    1
U,    6

ÍO, 0
10, 0

ÍO, 0
10, o

ÍO, o
lo, o

1,   6

6,    1

2,
5,

3,

4,

1,

6,

3,

4,

6,
1,

2,

5,

2,    1

5,    6

3, 1

4, 6

Complete cycles, grouped by blocks

Si

2, 4,    2,    4,    4,    5,    0,    4

5,   3,   5,   3,   3,    2,   0,    3

4,    1,   4,    1,    1,   3,   0,    1,    1,   0,   2,    0,    6
3, 6,   3,   6,    6,   4,   0,    6,   6,   0,    5,   0,    1

6, 5, 6,
1, 2, 1,

0, o, ¿,

2, 4, 5,

3, 6, 4,
4, 1, 3,

1, 2, 6,
6, 5, 1,

5,    6,    3,

2,    1,    4,

3, 5,    6,    1

4, 2,    1,    6

1,    4,    2,

6,    3,    5,

5, 1, 0,
2, 6, 0,

2, 0, 1,
5, 0, 6,

4, 0, 2,
3, 0, 5,

6, 0, 3,
1, 0, 4,

«3

5, 1, 1,
2, 6, 6,

3, 2, 2,

4, 5, 5,

1, 3, 3,

6, 4, 4,

4,

3,

1

0,    1,   0,
0,   6,   0,

0,   3,   0,
0,   4,    0,

0, 3, 1,
0, 4, 6,

0, 6, 2,

0, 1, 5,

0, 2, 3,

0, 5, 4,

o,    o,     o,

4,    2,    2,

2,    1,    1,

5,   6,   6,

6,    3,    3,    1

1,    4,    4,    6

4, 4,

3, 3.

1, 1,
6, 6.

5, 5,
2, 2.

3, 1,
4, 6.

6, 2,

1, 5.

2, 3,
5, 4.

5, 6,
2, 1.

3, 5,
4, 2.

1, 4,
6, 3.

For this case, ¿-1 = 6, />24-/»+l = 57, M = 6, e = 2, t = 3, p = 19, k = 3,
t = 38 and in 33i, b0 = 3.

List of notation

Number of cycles

in a block : t

Number of blocks: k

Characteristic number

period of F{x)

Number of elements or

triads in a cycle

Restricted period of F{x) : p   Connecting relations:

Basic multiplier : M pK = p2+p+l,

et = p-l,

Exponent to which M r=ep.

belongs modulo p: e = t{M).

Triad: [U, V, W]

Cycle: (A)

Block: 58
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II.  THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRIADS

6. Invariant of a cycle. Let us assume that we know the distribution

functions of the cycles (U), (V), • • ■ , (W) and that we are given the initial

values Ao=K, AX=L, A2 = M oí some cycle (A). Then if the triad [K, L, M]

occurs in one of the cycles (£7), (V), • • -, (W), the distribution function of (A)

is also known. We are thus led to consider the problem of determining to what

cycle any given triad belongs. In this section we shall restrict ourselves to the

simplest case, when we know beforehand that the triad belongs to a certain

block.
First, if a, ß, y are the roots of

(6.1) F(x) = x3 - Px2 + Qx - R = 0

and
Wn =   Z(#o + Kia + Kia2)a» (n = 0, 1, • • • )

is the general term of any sequence (W)n satisfying (1.1), then it is easily

shown that the determinant

Dn(W) =

Wn, Wn+U      Wn+i

Wn+l,      Wn+i,      Wn+i

Wn+i,      Wn+3,      Wn+i

has the value

(6.11) Dn(W) = R»AN(w),

where R is the constant term of the characteristic equation (6.1), A is the dis-

criminant of F(x), and N(w) the norm of the algebraic number w = K0+Kia

+K2a2.

Consequently, if e(R) denotes the exponent to which R belongs modulo p,

and if (.4) is the cycle corresponding to (W)n modulo p, then the value of

J(A) = [An(A)YRi modp

is independent of n. We shall call this residue the invariant of the cycle (A).

By means of (1.1), we can express the determinant A„(W) as a polynomial

in Wn, Wn+i, Wn+i-  If we define A(K, L, M) for all values of its arguments

to be the polynomial

A(K, L,M) = - R2K3 + 2QRK2L - PRK2M - (PR + Q2)KL2

+ (PQ + 3R)KLM - QKM2 + (PQ - R)L3 - (P2 + Q)L>M

+ 2PLM2 - M3,
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then

(6.12) An(W) = A(Wn, Wn+i, Wn+2).

Thus if Ao, Ax, A2 are the initial values of any cycle (^4), the invariant

J{A) is determined by the congruence

J(A) = [\(AQ,AX, A2)]«-V mod p.

Now if L is any constant residue, An{L-W) =L3An{W). Hence if {L-A)

denotes the cycle LA0, LAX, • ■ • , LAT^X,

(6.2) J(L-A) = L3<™J(A) mod p.

In the work previously referred to, I have shown that either e{M) =e(¿c)

or e{M) = 3e{R), where it will be recalled that e{M) is the exponent to which

the basic multiplier M belongs modulo p. If p = 2 mod 3, then e{M) neces-

sarily equals e{R). Moreover, L3,lM) = 1 mod p when and only when L'im = 1

mod p; hence, from (6.2) J{L-A)=J{A) mod p when and only when L is a

multiplier of 04). A precisely similar result holds if p = \ mod 3 and e(M)

= 3e{R).*

It follows that in these two cases if (¡4(1)), ■ ■ ■ , {A(t)) are the t distinct

cycles of a given block 23, the invariants J{A<-1)), ■ ■ ■ , J{A(t)) are all incon-

gruent to one another modulo p. We thus obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. If p = 2 mod 3 or p = l mod 3, and e{M)=3e{R), and if

[K, L, M] is any triad of the block S3, then a necessary and sufficient condition

that [K, L, M] belong to the cycle {A) of Sais that

(6.3) {A(K, L, M)}«(«)= J(A) modp.

If p = l mod 3 and e{M) =e{R) (which implies that e(M)^0 mod 3), we

cannot go quite so far. For if w is a primitive cube root of unity modulo p,

then

An(co-yl) = o>3An(A) = An(A) modp.

Consequently, since to is not a multiplier, the three cycles (^4), {(¿-A),

(co2-^4) are distinct, and will have the same invariant. (6.3) must then be

replaced by

{A(K,L, M))<™ =J{A) =J{u-A) =J(u>2-A),

and for any given triad [K, L, M] of the block §3, we can ascertain merely

that it must be in one of three cycles of S3.

* If p = 3lN+l sufficient conditions for t{M) =3e{R) are e(R)=0 mod 3, ^0 mod 3*; or R not a

cubic residue of p.
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7. Distribution of triads in cycles.    Let

(K): K0, Ki, • • • , Kr-i

denote a fixed cycle of F(x). We shall show that we can determine whether or

not two triads [A, B, C] and [A', B', C] belong to the same cycle if we know

all the triads which belong to (K).

If Lo, Li, L2 are determined by the congruences

A = LoKo + LiKi + L2K2,

(7.1) B = LoKi + LiKi + L2K3,

C = LoK2 + LiKz + L2Ki,

then a necessary and sufficient condition that [A', B', C'] should belong to

the same cycle as [A, B, C] is that for some value of m there should exist con-

gruences of the form

A  = LoKm + LiKm+i + L2Km+i,

(7-2) B' = LoKm+i + LiKm+2 + L2Km+z,

C  = LoKm+2 + LiKm+3 + L2Km+i.

Now, by means of the difference equation (1.1), we can express Km+3 and

Km+i in (7.2) linearly in terms of Km, Xm+1, Km+2. Write A", B", C" for Km,

Km+X, Km+2. Then if we introduce the abbreviations [LU]i (U = X, Y, Z;

i = l, 2, 3) for the sums LoUí+LxUí+x+L2Uí+2, the equations (7.2) give the

following values for A", B", C":

(7.3) A"
A', [LY]i, [LZ],

) etc.,
[LX]o, [LY]i, [LZ]

where \A', [LY]X, [LZ]21 stands for the determinant

A',     [LY]o,     [LZ]o

B',     [LY]i,     [LZ]i

C,     [LY]2,     [LZ]2

and so on.

If we treat (7.1) in a similar manner, letting {KX}i stand for the sum

KoXi+KiYi+K2Zi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) we find that

\A, {KX]i, {KX}t\
(7.4) ¿o=-

[KX}0, {KX}2, {KX}4

where \A, \KX]2, \KX\41 stands for the determinant

> etc.
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A, {KX}X,    {EX},

B, [KX]2,    \kx\,

C, {KX}3,    {KX]t
and so on.

We thus obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the triads [A, B, C]

and [A', B', C] should belong to the same cycle is that the triad [A", B", C"]

determined by (7.3) and (7.4) should belong to the cycle (¿T).

We have thus reduced the problem of determining to what cycle any triad

belongs to the problem of determining whether or not a triad belongs to some

fixed cycle, say the principal cycle of F{x).

8. The distribution of zeros in a cycle. We shall assume in this section

that the cycles of F{x) have no multiplier other than the trivial multiplier

unity which implies that r divides p2+p+1. The distribution of zeros in an

arbitrary cycle {U) of F{x) then depends in a remarkable manner upon the

distribution of residues in the principal cycle (5), as is shown by the following

theorem :

Theorem 8.1. Let {U) denote a definite cycle of F{x) in which it is known

that

(8.1) Ua=Uh = 0   modp (a^b).

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Ue = 0 mod p is that*

(8.2)

Let

(8.3)

Then (8.1) gives

Kq'.Kx'.K2 =

^ a+bp+c 1 a+bpi+cp

Un =  KoSn + KXSn+l + K2Sn+2

mod p.

mod p.

Sa+l,

Sb+i,

¿11+2

Sb+2.

Sa+2,

Sb+2,

Sa

Sb

■Jai

Sb,

Sa+l

Sb+i

Hence by (8.3)
Un = LD(a, b, n)

where D{a, b, «) denotes the determinant

Sa+2

Sb+2

Sn+2

mod p,

Sb,  Sb+i,

Ob,     ¿n+1)

and L is a constant residue.

* In numerical cases the subscripts of the 5 are reduced modulo r.
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On expanding this determinant and substituting for Sa, Sb, etc.,

a" + apa + a"'a,  ab + api + a"'» etc.,

we find that
D(a, b, n) = Sa+bp+np' — Sa+b^+np

so that

(8.31) Un = L(Sa+bp+np' ~ Sa+bp<+np) (» = 0, 1, • •

This proof would fail if

mod p,

,r-l).

Oo+l,     >->o+2

Sb+1,     Sb+2 Sb, Sb+i

"->o+2,      "a

Sb+i,     Sb

should all be congruent to zero modulo p. But in this case

Sa = MSb,   Sa+X = MSb+i,   Sa+i sa MSb+2

where M is a constant residue. Since the only multiplier of (S) is unity, M = 1

and a = b contrary to hypothesis.

The following two theorems are direct corollaries of Theorem 8.1.

Theorem 8.11. If (Z) denotes the cycle 0, 0, 1, • • • , then a necessary and

sufficient condition that Z„ = 0 mod p is that Sn+p=Sn+P' mod p.

Theorem 8.12. If (Y) denotes the cycle 0, 1, 0, • • • , then a necessary and

sufficient condition that Y„ =. 0 mod p is that Sn+2p=«S^p1 mod p.

We have several times used the fact that if (S) is the principal cycle,

Sn=Snp=Snp' mod p. The following limited converse of this result is a direct

consequence of Theorem 8.1.

Theorem 8.2. Let (U) be any cycle ofF(x). If for anym^Oit is known that

Um = C/pm = (7p.ra = 0 mod p,then Un~KSn (« = 0, 1, • • • ,r-l).

The following congruences, which are all special cases of the easily estab-

lished general formula

Un+m +   Un+pm +   Un+p'm  —   U„Sm mud p,

give some curious arithmetical properties of cycles:

Un +   Upn +   Up\ m   UoS„,

Uo +   U(p-l)n +   U(p'-l)n  —   U-nSn,

¿>n+m    I    On+pm    \    àn+p~m  == >^nOm,

Jin +  Apn "T  Ap2n  = On,

r n    \    * pn ~T~ * p n == O,

Z„ + ZPn + Zp\ = 0 mod p.

(8.4)
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From Theorem 8.2, we see that it is impossible for Y„, Ypn, Fp»„ or Zn,

Zp„, Zp'n to be all congruent to zero modulo p simultaneously. From the last

two formulas of (8.4), we see that it is also impossible for F„ and Ypn or Z„

and Zpn to be congruent to zero simultaneously. In the succeeding section we

shall prove a much more precise result of this character, which will enable us

to obtain valuable information about the number of zeros in any cycle.

9. Diophantine relations for the number of zeros in a cycle. If the cycles

of ¿''(x) have no multiplier save unity, each block of cycles contains p — \

distinct cycles. Let S3i, S32, • • • , S3« be the separate blocks, and let {p — l)b,

be the number of zeros in S3 ¿, so that each cycle of S3< contains bi zeros.

Clearly, 2~2'*-i(P ~~ 1) °<= P2 ~ 1, hence

(9.1) bx + b2+--- + bt = p + l.

In this section I shall establish the additional formula

(9.2) bx2 + b22 + ■ ■ ■ + b2 =r + p.

Theorem 9.1. Let a, b be any two distinct numbers ^0, <r. Then there

exists a cycle U0, U\, • • • , UT-X such that

Ua= Ub = 0 mod p.

The t residues

*^n, à a, »J f»

Un  —      On+1,      *->a+l>      Sb+X

■5*11+2,   Sa+2,   Sb+2 mod p

clearly form a cycle satisfying the conditions of the theorem.

Theorem 9.2. Let {U), {V) be any two cycles of F{x), in which it is known

that

Ua = Ub = 0,      Vc = Vd = 0 mod p.

Then a sufficient condition that {U) and {V) should belong to the same block is

that a — b=c — d mod t.

Let Vn = Wn+a-e (« = 0,1, ■ • ■ ,t~1).  Then Wa = Wb=0 mod p. Henceif

Un — KoSn + KXSn+X + K2Sn+2,      Wn — LoSn + LXSn+l + L2Sn+2,

then

KoSa +  KXS a+1 +  K2Sa+2  —  0, LoSa + LXS a+1 + L2S a+2  =  0,

KoSb + KxSb+x + K^b+i — 0, LoSb + LxSb+x + L2Sb+2 — 0.
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Hence* L0:Lx:L2=Ko'.Ki:K2, so that

Fn+C_0 = Wn = MUn     modp      (« = 0, 1, ■ • • , T - 1),

and (V) and (W) belong to the same block.

Theorem 9.3. // the cycle (U) has no multiplier save unity, and if Uai,

Ua„ • • • , Uab are the b residues of (U) congruent to zero modulo p, then the

b(b — \) differences ai—a,(i,j = l, • • • , b; i^j) are all incongruent modulo t.

If ai — aj=ak — ai mod t, then, by the previous theorem,

t70i_ai+n = MUn (n = 0, 1, • • ■ , t - 1).

Hence M = l anda,'—ak = 0modr;i = k,j=l.

Theorem 9.4. Let (Ua)), • • • , (UM) be k cycles belonging to the blocks

Söi, • • • , 93«, respectively, so that (£7(<)) contains exactly ¿»,- zeros. Then

k

(9.21) T,bi(bi-Í) -T-l.
t-i

If bi<2, bi(bi-l)=0. If bi^2, then as in Theorem 9.3 the cycle (£/<«)

furnishes bi(bi — 1) differences ai—aj which are all incongruent modulo r.

But by Theorems 9.1 and 9.2, to each of the r —1 distinct differences ak — at

modulo t there corresponds exactly one block such that for every cycle (U) of

this block Uak=Uai=0 mod p. Hence (9.21) follows.

Formula (9.2) now follows from (9.21) and (9.1) by addition.

10. Application to the case r = (p2+p+l)/3. We shall now apply the

formulas of §9 to the case when p = 3N+1 and when the characteristic num-

ber t equals (p2+p+1)/3. There are then only three blocks of cycles and no

multipliers, so that (9.1) and (9.2) become

bi + b2 + b3 = p + l,

h2 + b22 + ¿V = (p2 + 4p + l)/3.

Moreover, since 931 contains the principal cycle (S), ¿»i = 0mod 3; for

Sn = 0 mod p implies that Snp^S„pi=0 mod p. Thus we have the additional

restrictions

(10.1) bx = Omod 3,  0 á bx,  h,  b3 = p + 1.

The theory of the diophantine system (10) and (10.1) is a special case of a

theory of simultaneous quadratic and linear representation given by Dr.

Gordon Pall in a forthcoming paper. I am indebted to Dr. Pall for the

following result:

* It is impossible for the ratios to be indeterminate; see the proof of Theorem 8.1.
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The system (10), (10.1) always has a unique solution in positive integers.

If (£, v) is that solution of ^2+3tj2 = p satisfying the condition £ = 2 mod 3, then

the solution of (10) is given by

bi = N + §({ 4- 1), b, - N + n - ift - 2), b3 = N -v- i(É ~ 2).

It should be noted that b2 and b3 are both congruent to 1 modulo 3, and

distinct.

In §17, we shall return to this case and obtain the values of bx, b2, b3 by

quite a different method.

The next simplest case is when t— {p2+p+l)/7. Pall's theory allows us

to reduce the solution of (9.1) and (9.2) to a single equation in six variables,

but unfortunately this new equation has a large number of possible solu-

tions.

11. Minimum number of residues of a cycle. I shall conclude this part

of the paper by proving the following theorem :

Theorem. If the characteristic number r equals p2+p+1, then every residue

appears in every cycle of F{x) at least once.

Under the hypothesis of the theorem, there are p — 1 cycles grouped in a

single block S3; hence it is sufficient to prove that every residue appears in

the cycle (5) at least once.

Consider the {p — l)3 — l triads which do not contain a particular residue

K. If U, V, W stand for distinct residues, these triads may be grouped into

five classes; namely,

mx = (p - l)(p - 2)(p - 3) triads of type [U, V, W];

m2 = (p - l)(p - 2) « [U,V,U];

m3 = (p - l)(p - 2) « [U,U,V];

m4 = (p - l)(p - 2) « [U,V,V];

mb = (p-2) " [U,U,U].

Let ju< be the number of triads of type i which appear in {S). To each

triad of type 1 there correspond p—4 distinct triads of type 1 in the block of

cycles L{S) ; namely, those for which

LUféK,-   LVjéK,     LW ^ K    modp     (L = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , p - 1).

Therefore,

(p - 4)mi è mi,  or px < (p - l)(p - 2).
Similarly,

p2 < p — 1; p3 < p — 1; pt < p — 1; ms<1.
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Accordingly, if the residue K does not appear in (5),

T   =  pi + P2 + p3 + P4 + P6  <   (P -   Í)(P -  2) + 3(P -   1)  +   1   =   p2,

giving a contradiction.

III. Determination of distribution function

12. Reduction to the case when T is prime to 3 and divides p2+p+1. We

shall now show that it is sufficient to determine the distribution functions for

difference equations whose characteristic number is prime to 3 and divides

pt+p+l.

Let F(x) and F'(x) be two irreducible cubics modulo p with the periods t

and t', where F'(x) is so chosen that t' divides t. Write

(12.1) = T'k'.

Let the roots of F(x)=0 and F'(x)=0 be denoted by a, ß, y; a', ß', y'

respectively. We then have in the Galois field associated with F(x) a con-

gruence of the form

(12.2) «'=«*'• mod p.

s here is a fixed integer prime to r depending on our choice of F'(x).

Now let (£/') be any cycle of F'(x). Then

(« = 0, !,-••, t'-1).Ui -   Z(*o + Kia' + K2a'2)a'"
(«')

Hence by (12.2)

where

(12.3)

Ui =   £(¿o + Lia + L2a2)a»k''

Lo = XoKo + Xk'tKx + X2k'tK2; Lx = YoKo + Yk',Ki + Y2k',Kt;

L2 s ZqKo + Zk'sKi + Z2k',K2.

Lo, Li, L2 cannot moreover all be congruent to zero modulo p, for if A and A'

are the discriminants of F(x) and F'(x),

Xo,    Xk't,   Xik't

Y0,    Y*,,    Yik-,

Zo, Zk'M,        Z2k'M

= A'/A fé 0 mod p.

Write

(12.31)

A = LoSo + LiSi + LiSi,

B = LoSi + LiS2 + LiSz,

C =i LoS2 + LXS3 + LiSi.
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Then A, B, C are the initial values of the sequence {U) where

Un =   2Z{Lo + Ua + L2a2)a"     (n = 0, 1, • • • , t - 1)
(a)

and we have the formula

(12.4) U/ = Unv.    modp (n = 0, 1, • • • , t' - 1).

The process by which we obtained {U) from (Z7') fixed the initial elements

of {U); if we remove this restriction, then if we are given {U), r and s, by

letting [A, B, C] in (12.31) equal successively the triads [Z70, Ux, U2],

[Ux, U2, U3], • • • , [Ur-i, Uh>, Uk'+i], Ko, Kx, K2 are obtained from (12.3),

so that (£/') is known, and (12.4) is replaced by the more general relation

(12.41) U: = Unk;+r (n = 0, 1, • • ■ , r' - 1; 0 = r < k'),

Since ns in (12.4) or (12.41) runs through a complete residue system

modulo j , the result we have obtained may be formulated as follows:

Theorem 12.1. Any cycle {U') ofF'{x) can be obtained from some cycle {U)

of F{x) by selecting from {U) terms whose subscripts lie in an arithmetical pro-

gression of constant difference k', and arranging them in a suitable order.

A cycle {U') obtained in this manner from some cycle (Í7) of F{x) will be

called a derived cycle of {U). On taking r' = t, we obtain the following:

Theorem 12.2. If F{x) and F'{x) are two irreducible cubics modulo p with

the same characteristic number r, and if {U') is any cycle of F'{x), then there

exists a cycle {U) of F{x) with the same distribution function as (£/').

Thus in a certain sense the distribution function of a cycle is independent

of the characteristic function to which the cycle belongs. For example, the

distribution functions of the derived cycles {U') of {U) defined in (12.41) are

independent of the value of s, provided only that s is prime to r.

Now let us take* r = ep where e denotes as usual the period modulo p of

the basic multiplier, and take t' = p. We shall show that the distribution

function of any cycle {U) of F{x) is determined if we know the distribution

function for a single one of its derived cycles {U') of period p.

Let
a0M,   aoM2,    ■ ■ ■ , a0Me;

axM,   axM2,    ■ ■ ■ , axMe;

au-XM,   at-XM2, ■ ■ ■ , a¡-XM'

* It can be shown that (e, ^) = 1 save when /> = 3*V41, e(i?) = 0 mod 3*. We shall exclude this

case from consideration here.
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represent the separation of the multiplicative group {1, 2, ■ ■ • , p — 1} of the

p — 1 non-zero residues of p into co-sets with respect to its cyclic sub-group

[M]. Then if k(n) is the distribution function of (U), and l(n) the distribu-

tion function of the first p terms of (¿7),

k(aiM') = [l(aiM) + l(a{M2) + • • • + l(aiM')]

(t - 0,1, • • -,t;s - 1, 2, • • • ,e).

Now let k'(n) be the distribution function of any derived cycle (£/') of

iJJ) with the period p. From the properties of multipliers, it is evident that

if a = b mod p, then Ua^M'Ub mod p, the exponent a depending of course

on our choice of Ua and Ub. Now the subscript »*'.$+/•(«'= e) of (t7) in

(12.41) runs through a complete residue system modulo p, for (e, p) = 1 ; hence

to each term Ua' of (£/') there corresponds a unique term Ub in the first p

terms of (U) such that

Ui m M"Ub mod p.

Consequently, U'«' and Ub always lie in the same co-set, and

jfe'(a.M) + k'(aiM2) +-h k'(aiM') = l(a{M) + l(afM2) -1-\- lifiiM»).

Thus we have the formula

jfe(a.M') = [k'(aiM) + k'(aiM2) + • • • + k'(aiMe)]

(i = 0, 1, • • • ,t;s = 0, 1, •    ■ ,e).

In a similar manner, we find that

k(0) = ek'(0).

These two formulas express the distribution function of (U) in terms of

the distribution function of any one of its derived cycles (V) of period p.

It can be readily shown that p divides p2+p+l and is prime to 3.

If we assume that the period t of F(x) is p2+p+l while the period r of

F'(x) is a divisor of p2+p+\, we can deduce the following important result

from Theorem 12.1.

Theorem 12.3. If r divides p2+p+l, then no residue can appear in any

cycle of period r more times than it appears in any cycle of period p2+p+l.

13. Reduction to determination of residues modulis P and 3.] Consider

an irreducible cubic F(x)=x3—Px2+Qx — R with the period r = ^2+^»+l,

modulo p, so that its cycles are grouped into a single block 93, and let kn = k(n)

be the distribution function of the principal cycle (S).

Then since

Sn  = Snp  = Snp' mod p,
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we see that if p = 3N+2, then

ktmO(i*$), k,m 1 mod 3.

If p = 37V4-1, it is easily verified that pr/3 ^t/3 mod r. Furthermore, if

w denotes a primitive cube root of unity modulo p,

So — 3, ST/3 — 3u, S2r/3 = 3«2 mod p.

Hence
ki = 0    mod 3 (i j± 3, 3«, 3co2),

k% = k3u = i%3w" — 1 mod 3.

Consequently,

ki = 3i<  (* 5¿ 3),  k, - 3/, + 1, p = 3iV 4- 2,

(13.1) ¿< = 3h (i^ 3,3o>,3co2),

k3u° = 3/fc,. + 1   (a = 0, 1, 2), /> = 3¿V + 1.

Now all of the cubics

X3 - SnX2 + S-nX -   1,    0 < » < T Í » 5¿ — »      —    if    />  = 3A7 +   1 )

are irreducible modulo p and have periods which divide r] thus h is the num-

ber of irreducible cubics modulo p among the p cubics

X3 - ¿X2 4- MX - 1 (« = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , p - 1).

Hence

(13.2) 0 èkS P-2,

for the cubics x3 — ix2+ix — 1, x3—ix2 — {i+2)x — 1 are obviously reducible for

any p.

Consequently, for p > 3, ki is completely determined if we know its resi-

dues modulis p and 3.

Since the other cycles of F(x) are obtained simply by multiplying the

cycle (5) by some constant residue, their distribution functions are merely

permutations of the distribution function of {S), so that (13.2) holds for all

the cycles of F{x).

Now let F'{x) be any other irreducible cubic with the period r', a divisor

of p2+p 4-1, and let k'{n) be the distribution function of some cycle (¿7') of

F'(x). If k{n) is the distribution function of the cycle {U) of F{x) from which

{U') is derived in accordance with Theorem 12.1, then by Theorem 12.2,

k'(n) = k(n) (n = 0, 1, • ■ ■ ,p- 1).
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We thus have the following important result.

Theorem 13.1. If k(n) is the distribution function of any cycle (U) whose

characteristic number divides p2+p+l, then k(n) is completely determined if we

know its residues modulo p and modulo 3.

Since by (9.1), k(0)^p+l, we merely need to know the residue of k(0)

modulo p.

14. Digression on diophantine systems.   The diophantine system

(D) fi + n + r3 = m,  ri + pr2 + p2r3 = st,

where the integers m, p, r are given, plays such an important part in the de-

velopments which are to follow, that it is necessary to discuss its solution

rather fully.

The parameters p and t are defined as follows. Let k be any fixed integer

of the sequences 1, 3, 7, 13, 19, 21, 31, 39, • -, of all possible divisors of the

form x2+x+l, and let p be a prime such that p2+p+\ is exactly divisible

by k.

If p = kn+p, l<p</c, then p is zero if k = 1 and unity if k = 3. In all

other cases, p is a primitive cube root of unity modulo k. p is thus restricted

to certain linear forms »/c+p.

t is defined to be the quotient obtained by dividing p2+p+l by k. If

P2+p + l = tr/c, then

(14.1) t = k( kK + p) + (p + l)k + <r,  0 <(p+l)k + a < 2p.

Finally m is restricted to be less than p, and the solutions r\, r2, r3 must all

be ^ 0. There are no restrictions on s other than that it be an integer.

Since p3 = 1 mod r, if ri = u, r2 = v, rt=w, or for short (u, v, w) is a solution

of (D), (v, w, u) and (w, u, v) are also solutions. We can accordingly restrict

ourselves to finding those solutions of (D) for which r3^ru r2.

Now

ri + pr2 + p2r3 — r3KT = (kK + p)(r2 — r3) + (ri — r3) = 0 mod r.

Thus if we let r2 — r3 = íi, ri—r3 = s2, we obtain

(14.2) (kK + p)si + s2 = ut     (si, Si, « 3: 0;     0 = ii, St < p).

Moreover, it is easily shown that 0 = u <k, sx+s2 <p, and

(14.21) m = Si + ss; m = Si + s2 mod 3.

The method for solving (D) is then as follows: For a given value of k, p

and <r are determined, so that r is known as a function of k from (14.1). For
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each value of u between 0 and k— 1 we can determine from (14.2) a pair of

values for sx and s2 in terms of k. We reject all solutions of (14.2) for which

Si+s2^p. (14.21) then gives the restrictions upon m, and the corresponding

solution of (D) is

(m — sx + 2s2      m + 2sx — s2      m — sx — s2\

\ 3~ 3 ~3 /

The following theorems for the cases k = 1 and /: = 3 will serve to illus-

trate the method.

Theorem 14.1. If k=1, there is no solution of (D) unless w = 0 mod 3.

If m = 3M, there is the single solution {M, M, M).

We have p — 0, p = k, so that (14.5) becomes

psx + s2 = u(p2 + p + 1); m = 0 giving 5i = 52 = 0, m = 0 mod 3;

(ri,r2,r3) = (M,M,M).

Theorem 14.2. If k = 3, there is no solution of (D) unless p = l, »t = 0

mod 3. If m = 3M, there is the single solution {M, M, M).

Since p2+p+l = 0 mod 3,p = l mod 3. Letp = 3k + l. Then r = k{3k + l)
4-2&4-1, and (14.2) becomes

(3k + l)5j 4- 52 = uk(3k +1) + u(2k 4-1) (u = 0, 1, 2).

Case (i) u = 0. We have sx = s2 = 0, so that from (14.2), m = 3M, giving the

solution (M, M, M).

Case (ii) u = \. Then sx = k, 52 = 2^4-l so that sx+s2=p and there is no

solution.

Case (iii) « = 2. From (14.5) s2=Ak+2 = k + \ mod p. Since s2<p,

s2 = k + l and consequently sx = 2k + l. Hence sx+s2>p and there is no solu-

tion.

In general, if p = \ mod 3, we see from (14.2) and (14.21) that m = r = 0

mod 3.

When k = 7, which requires that p be of the form 7»4-2 or 7«4-4, we find

by the same method the following solutions of (D).

Solutions for p = 2, 4 mod 7, 7r = p2+p+l

Form of      Form of Restriction Solution

p m on m

3M =0 {M, M, M)

3M+1 =12¿+1 {M+5L+1, M-L, M-AL)

+ 3M4-2 =15¿.4-2 {M+L+l, M+AL+1, M-5L)
3M =18¿+3 {M-3L, M+9L4-1, M-6L-1)
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Solutions for p = 2, 4 mod 7, 7r=p2+p + \ (continued)

Form of

P

21Z+16

21L+4

21Z+11

Form of

m

3M
3M
3M

3M

3M
3M

3M

3M

3M
3M+1
3M+2

3M

Restriction

on m

= 0
= 12L+9

^15Z,+12

= 18Z+15

= 0
= 12L+3

= 15L+3

= 18L+3

= 0
= 12Z+5
= 15£+8
= 18L+9

Solution

(M, M, M)
(M+5Z+4, M-L-í, M-4L-3)
(M+L+l, M+4L+3, M-5L-4)

(M-3L-2, M+9L+7, M-6L-5)

(M, M, M)
(M-L, M+5L+Í, M-4L-Í)
(M+4Z+1, M+L, M-SL-l)

(M+9L+2, M-3L-1, M-6L-1)

(M, M, M)
(M-L, M+5L+3, M-4L-2)
(M+4L+3, M+L+l, M-5L-2)

(M+9L+5, M-3L-2, M-6L-3)

For other small values of k the explicit solution of (D) may be obtained

in a similar manner without undue labor.

15. Determination of distribution function modulo p. Letk(n)=knbe the

distribution function modulo p of any cycle (U) whose characteristic number

t divides p2+p+\.   We shall determine the residue of k„ modulo/».

Let i be any residue of p.  Then by Fermat's theorem

(Un - i)p-1 =- 1     mod p,     Un jé i;

= 0    mod p,     Un = i.
Hence

£(£/„- í)v-i = t- ki    mod/»    «-0,1, 1).

On expanding (U„—i)p~l by the binomial theorem, we obtain after a few

easy reductions

(15.1)

Suppose that

T-l   p-i

T -   ki=    X)   H(i)-mUnmT -   ko
n=0   m=0 n—0

mod p.

Un = Aan + Bßn + Cyn,

where A =K0+Kxa+K2a2, etc., so that

N(u) = ABC = N(K0 + Kia + K2a2) mod p.

Then by the multinomial theorem
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Since

Unm =  2^ -Ar'Br'CT'an<-r*+pr>+p r»> mod/>.

(r>   ri!r2!>-3!

-i

2^anB = 0    mod /> if t does not divide ¿?,
n-0

=■ r    mod /> if t divides R,

we obtain, on substituting in (15.1), the fundamental formulas

ki= - t 2^2-,     .   ,   ,- mod p,
(15.2) -lfr)   ri!r2!f3!        '

/ ^r'¿3r»Cr»\

¿o = r ( 1 +  2^ -——— ) mod p,
\ (r)     ri!r2!r3! /

where in the expression for ki the summation variables satisfy the conditions

(D) r! 4- r2 4- r3 = w,  ri 4- /»-2 4- /»2r3 = 0 mod r,

while in the expression for ko,

ri + r2 + r3 = p — 1,  rx + pr2 + p2r3 = 0 mod t.

For the principal cycle (5), A=B = C = 1 and. the formulas (15.2) assume

the simpler form

^^ m\
ki = t 2^ 2v —r—r- modp,

(15.3) -1(r)   ™iU

ko = t ( 1 4-  22-• ) mod p.
\ (r)   rx\r2\r3\f

The problem of determining the residue of kf modulo 3 offers very serious

difficulties, principally because U0, Ux, ■ ■ ■ , Ur-X do not satisfy a difference

equation when taken modulo 3. The only cases in which I have succeeded in

determining the residue are given in the formulas (13.1) for the distribution

function of the principal cycle {S), and their obvious extension to the remain-

ing cycles of the block S3i to which {S) belongs.

16. Applications. By applying the results of §14 on the solutions of the

diophantine equations (D) to formulas (15.2) and (15.3), we obtain a number

of interesting special cases. Throughout this section, {U) denotes a fixed

cycle of F{x) whose general term is Un—Aan+Bßn+Cyn mod p, A =Ko+Kxa

4-¿sT2a2 etc., and whose distribution function is k{n).

From formulas (6.11), (6.13),

(16.1) ABC = A(U0, Ux, U2)/A modp,
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where A is the polynomial defined in formula (6.12), and A is the discriminant

of F(x).

If p = 2 mod 3 and r=p2+p+l, then by Theorem 14.1 formulas (15.2)

become

<»-»/» (3»)! /A(Uo, Ui, Ui)\»
ki=  y. -' (- ) moaP)

ti     («I)3   \ Ai3 )

ko=\ mod p.

Since in this case the residues of ki modulo 3 are known, these formulas

determine the distribution function k(n) completely.

If/» = lmod3andr = (/>2+/»+l)/3, then on writing p = 3N+l, t = 2N+1

mod p, and by Theorem 14.2, formulas (15.2) become

„tí («!)3\ Ai3 J
(16.2)

/        (\(U0,Ui,U2))N\
iam{2N+l){l + {K    —     »)

These formulas will determine the distribution function k(n) for any cycle

(U) belonging to the block 93, since the residues of ki modulo 3 are known.

For the other blocks, the residues of ¿¡.modulo 3 are unknown.

Formula (16.2) has some important consequences. We have seen in §10

that if koa), koi2), k0(3'> are the number of zeros in three cycles (Ua)), (Ui2)),

(t/(3>) belonging to the blocks 93i, 932, 933 respectively, then A0(l), ä0(2>, ¿o(3)

are all distinct from one another. Hence if (¿7) is allowed to range over all

the cycles of F(x), we see from (16.1), (16.2) that (ABC)N must take three

distinct values modulo p.

Since (ABC)3N = 1 mod p, (ABC)N=o3a mod p where « is a primitive cube

root of unity modulo p, and the exponent a of w depends on the block to which

(U) belongs. In particular, for (S), ABC = i so that a = 0. We thus obtain

from (16.1) and formulas (6.11), (6.12) the following simple criterion to de-

cide whether or not two triads belong to the same block.

Theorem 16.1. // [A', B', C] and [A", B", C"] are any two triads of F(x)

and ifF(x) has the period (p2+p+l)/3, then a necessary and sufficient condition

that [A', B', C] and [A", B", C"] belong to the same block is that K(A', B', C)

and A(A", B", C") have the same cubic character modulo p.

For the cycle (Z) : 0, 0, 1, •• • , ABC = (- 1/A) mod p. Hence (Z) lies in

93i when and only when AN = 1 mod p. But obviously (Z) lies in 93i when and

mod p,

mod p.
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only when the cycle (5) contains two consecutive zeros; we thus obtain the

following interesting theorem:

Theorem 16.2. If p = \ mod 3 and F{x) is any irreducible cubic with the

period r = {p2+p+l)/3 mod p, then the sequence {S)n of F{x) will contain pairs

of consecutive elements divisible by p when and only when the discriminant of

F{x) is a cubic residue of p.

Formulas (15.1) serve to determine the distribution function for all the

cycles of §3i, regardless of the value of r, but if the period t is less than

{p2+p+l)/3, they become increasingly complicated as r is taken smaller.

The table at the close of §14 allows us to give explicit formulas for the residues

of k{n) modulo p when r = {p2+p+1)/7. The simplest of these results is con-

tained in the following theorem.

Theorem 16.3. If T = {p2+p+\)/7 ,p = 2 mod3 and if bo denotes the num-

ber of zeros in the principal cycle {S), then

bo = (9L + 1) ( 1 4--)
\        (12L + 1)\6L\3L\)

or

bo =" (15L 4- 8) (1 4--)
\        (oL + 3) \(12L + 6) \(3L + 1) !/

according as p is of the form 21L+2 or 21L+11.

17. Determination of upper limit to distribution function. On account

of the great increase in complexity in the formulas (15.2) as r is taken smaller,

it is desirable to have an upper limit to the number of times a given residue

can appear in a given cycle. The results I have obtained in this connection

are incomplete in the same sense as those I have obtained to determine k{n) ;

it is necessary to know this upper limit modulis p and 3, whereas I have de-

termined it only modulo p. They suffice nevertheless to give an upper limit

to the number of times the residue zero can appear in any cycle, and the num-

ber of times any residue can appear in the principal cycle.

We have seen, in §13, that if {U') is any sequence of F'{x) of period t',

where rV=t, the period of ¿^(x), then the terms of {U') consist of the rth,

(K'4-r)th,(2/c'4-r)th, • • -, ((r' —l)x:'4-f)th terms of some definite sequence (JJ)

of F{x) written usually in a different order. We shall now regard (JJ), r, and r

as given, but t' as unknown, and endeavor to obtain an upper limit to k'{n),

the distribution function of {U'). Let us take Ur, UT+X, Ur+2 as the initial

values of (¿7), which amounts to replacing {U) by the cycle {W), where

Wn=Un+r (* -  0,  1. •  •  •  , T -   1).

mod p

mod p
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This change does not affect the distribution function k(n) of (U). Then if w<

denotes the number of times the residue i appears in those terms of (U) whose

indices are prime to t, it is apparent that

(17.1) k/£ ki-rm (*-0, 1, •••,#- 1).

f»; is determined if we know its residues modulis p and 3, in particular,

Wo is determined if we know its residue modulo p. Moreover, it is easily shown

that if (W) belongs to the block of the principal cycle, w,= 0mod 3. We shall

now determine m{ modulo p.

By Fermat's theorem, we have the fundamental formula

<p(T) - m( m    X) (Wn - i)p~l mod p,
(n,T)=l

where the summation extends over all the terms of (W) whose subscripts are

prime to r, a.nd<p(r) denotes as usual the totient of t.

On proceeding as in §17, we find that, if zVO,

p—i        (%)~mm^

X)    (Wn - i)"'1 =     X)     EE -'-A'iB"Cr>a^+Pr>+S'¿",
(n,r)_l (.,r)-l n-0 W     riW2\r3\

where ri+r2+r3 = m and W„=Aan+Bßn+Cyn mod p.

Now if p(n) denotes Möbius' function, it is easily shown that

/J   aBn = p(r)    mod p,   t does not divide R,
(r>,r)=l

.= <p(t)    mod/»,   t divides/?.

Hence after a slight transformation, we find that

l^i t-^  (i)~mm\
4>(t) - f»i a p(t) X) E -A'tB'iC'

m-o (r)   ri\r2\r3\

^z.1 ^_,   (i)-mm\

+ (<p(t) - p(r)) X Z ^——A'iB'*C;
m=o (r)   ri\r2\r3\

where in the first summation ri+r2+r3 = m, but in the second summation

(D) rx + r2 + p2r3 = 0    mod r,   ri + r2 + r3 = m.

By the multinomial theorem, the first sum is found to be congruent

modulo p to p(r) [Wo(W0-i)]p-1.

Referring back to the formulas (15.2), the second sum is congruent to

((¡>(t)— p(t))(1 — ki/r). Thus using the fact that KT = p2+p+\ = \ mod p, we

obtain
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(17.2) mi = K(4>(T   - p(r))ki + ep(r) modp,

where e= — 1, if W0 = 0 or i, e = 0, otherwise.

In a similar manner, we find that

(17.3) mo = k(<¡>(t) - p(r))ko + e'p(r) mod p,

where e' = l, W0 = 0, e' = 0 otherwise.

Thus if t has a square factor, we have the simple formula*

Mi =• K(f>(r)hi    mod p       (i = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , p — 1).

For i=p2+p+l or {p2+p+l)/3, these formulas give a practicable de-

termination of mi for any given p.

* It is perhaps worth noting that p never divides <t>(r).
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